Hugo has found an old rifle in the attic.
He has found a wooden board in the cellar.
Then he has painted some circles on the board.
Now he has a target.
Hugo goes into the garden.
He places the target in front of a hedge.
Then he steps back.
He kneels down and aims at the target.
He shoots and hits the centre.
Hugo hears a loud cry.
The bullet has hit not just the target.
Hugo’s neighbour is hurt.
The man is very angry.
Hugo prefers to run away.

**PUT IN THE PREPOSITION:**

* after around at at behind behind in in in in in front of into of through up*

The sun is ……in……. the sky. Hugo goes ……….. the garden. Now he is …………….. the garden. There is a hedge………………. his neighbour’s garden. He places the target………………….. the hedge. There was a rifle………………. the attic. There is no wine……………….. the cellar. Do you aim……………… a bottle? The neighbour hides………………. a hedge. Hugo hits the middle………………. the target. The bullet goes………………. the board. The neighbour was………………. the hedge. The man jumps………………. He runs………………. Hugo. He shouts………………. him.